
 
Bad Bugs Bookclub Meeting Report: The Ghost Map by Steven Johnson 

 

The aim of the Bad Bugs Book Club is to get people interested in science, 

specifically microbiology, by reading books (novels) in which infectious disease 

forms some part of the story. We also try to associate books, where possible, with 

some other activity or event, to widen interest, and to broaden impact.  

We have established a fairly fluid membership of our bookclub through our website 

In The Loop (www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop), but we hope to encourage others 

to join, to set up their own bookclub, suggest books and accompanying activities to 

us, and give feedback about the books that they have read, using our website as the 

focus for communication. 

The Ghost Map (2006) describes the attempts of John Snow (and the less well 

known Henry Whitehead) to identify the source of a cholera outbreak in London in 

1854, and the impact of their findings on epidemiology. 

. 

The Meeting 

 

The date of the meeting coincides closely with International Water Day (and we 

noted World Water Monitoring Day), and National Science and Engineering Week, 

and it was also 200 years since the birth of John Snow. Several exhibitions and 

events were being hosted by the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine 

through March and April 2013 on the theme: The Legacy of John Snow – 

epidemiology yesterday, today and tomorrow. 

The author of The Ghost Map, Steven Johnson, is ‘one of today’s most exciting 

writers about popular culture, urban living and new technologies’. It seems perhaps 

unusual then that he focused on an event that occurred in 1854 – but he made many 

connections to contemporary themes in the text. 

www.TED.com/talks/steven_johnson_tours_the_ghost_map.html  is a presentation 

by the author about the book. 

 

http://www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop
http://www.ted.com/talks/steven_johnson_tours_the_ghost_map.html


The Bookclub gave a mixed reception to The Ghost Map. The initial scene-setting 

was gripping: the smell, overcrowding, social structures and occupations dependent 

on the disposal of sewage were described well, and the text was peppered with 

fascinating trivia. Sections devoted to smell were particular evocative. The pollution 

of the Thames, and the ‘Great Stink’, the relationship with Victorian London and the 

development of the sewerage system, the railways and other technology is an 

interesting contradiction between old and new; wealth and poverty etc. However, it 

was repetitive in subsequent parts (perhaps could have been better edited), and the 

ending was deemed by one member as more of a pitch for the next book than the 

satisfactory ending of this one. We were all rather disappointed that the map itself 

received such a low key presentation that we were not even sure that it was ‘the’ 

map! 

 

It was suggested that historians have difficulty with the more journalistic ‘great man’ 

approach (in this case 2 ‘great men’), which inevitably lacks the more rigid research-

focus of a historical thesis. In this case, the journalist author has used Snow’s story 

to illustrate more contemporary themes of social intelligence and networking, the 

significance of mapping across a range of applications, the sustainability of city 

growth the emergence of disease as likely catastrophe, and other topics. The 

connection between infectious disease pandemics passed by the faecal oral route, 

and the impact of a nuclear attack was not convincing. 

 

In the book, the stubborn refusal by public health experts to reject the miasma theory 

was well described, and today seems almost unbelievable in the face of the 

evidence presented....until contemporary issues such as climate change and 

vaccination are considered.  

 

As always with Bookclub, it is possible to make links with previous novels. Nemesis 

(Philip Roth) described the 1950s polio outbreaks in the United States, and the lack 

of knowledge of the means of transmission was again noted one hundred years 

later. The symptoms of cholera were colourfully described in Ghost Map, and it was 

noted that the outbreak took place several years before Pasteur and Koch’s work on 

disease agents and transmission. Thus Snow and Whitehead’s epidemiological 

study in the absence of knowledge of microorganisms is a really interesting process 



that can be related to emerging diseases of today: the mapping of the spread of 

disease, and identification of transmission and thence prevention remain the 

underpinning principles of epidemiology. There are opportunities for students to 

investigate cholera as an example in this context. In terms of contemporary 

epidemiology and microbiology, cholera remains a global threat, particularly post-

catastrophe. A recent outbreak following the Haiti earthquake was shown by typing 

to have been initiated by United Nations troops who came to the island to help after 

the event. The scientist Rita Colwell has demonstrated for some years the presence 

of Vibrio cholerae in sea water, and she uses satellite images (mapping) to show the 

movement of ocean currents related to temperature, and the incidence of cholera in 

countries where it is endemic (particularly around the Bay of Bengal).  Waterborne 

disease impacts on public health: Water Aid is a charity that raises awareness and 

funds to help provide clean water to some of the world’s poorest people (‘one child 

dying with every minute that passes; 2000 children dying every day because of dirty 

water and poor sanitation’); the Rotary Club continue to support the polio vaccination 

campaigns alongside the United Nations. 

 

This was only the second ‘factual’ book that we had read (Henrietta Lacks being the 

other); the events it described were significant in terms of disease transmission. It 

was interesting to find out about Whitehead (microbiologists tend to know particularly 

about Snow), and to become better acquainted with the facts of the outbreak. 

 

Joanna Verran 


